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The tax and retirement needs of high-net-worth clients differ from the
average investor. And when they’re also living in a foreign country, advisors
face a whole new set of challenges.
Indeed, expats make up 11.4% of the global HNW population, according to
GlobalData, a research and consulting firm. Moreover, there are a total of
nine million U.S. expats living and working across the globe, according to
Greenback Expat Services, a firm specializing in helping expats with tax
issues.
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When it comes to taxes, many expats don’t want to be hit twice while living
abroad. Fully two-thirds (66.8%) said they feel they should not be required to
pay U.S. taxes when living in another country, according to a Greenback
survey.

One client from Nicaragua is deeply
mistrustful … and doesn’t believe in mutual
funds or 401(k)s. “She thinks it’s all a scam.”
And in some cases, it’s not a requirement. In Japan, for instance, there is a tax
treaty with the U.S. that shields clients from being double taxed, says advisor
Ann Reilley Gugle of Alpha Financial Advisors. She and her husband John
Gugle focus on HNW expats in Japan, where they lived for seven years.
Clients in Japan can even get tax credits for any excess tax they may have
paid there greater than what would have been paid in the U.S.
But things get more complicated quickly and clients can run into trouble if
they aren’t well versed in the tax code of their new, adopted home. In Japan,
there’s a local tax that’s similar to a state tax in the U.S., Ann Gugle says. But
there’s a twist.
“It’s the type of thing where if you live there on December 31, you’re taxed for
the whole year,” she explains. “But if you were to leave a day or two early you
can avoid it. So it’s that type of nuance in the tax code that you need to
understand.”

To be sure, taxes aren’t the only concern for clients living in foreign countries.
There are also cultural and lifestyle hurdles they need to clear.
“Culture shock is kind of a catchphrase, but it’s a real phenomenon so we try
to prepare clients for that emotionally when they go overseas,” says advisor
Rob DeHollander of DeHollander & Janse Financial Group. “Most really do
plan on coming back to the States so it’s really a matter of, ‘OK, now that I’m
outside of the U.S., how do I continue funding my personal goals?’”
One pitfall clients can get snagged into is living beyond their means and they
can end up missing a “golden opportunity” to save, the Gugles say.

Building a high-net-worth practice
When HNW clients have vastly different approaches to money
Now that new tax law limits deductions, should HNW clients move?

It’s important for the client to adapt culturally and “learn how to live like a
local,” Ann Gugle says. There may be grocery stores and restaurants that
cater to Americans and other expats, but they are going to be more expensive
than a local market.
“You get lulled into thinking ‘Well I’m making so much more now, I’m living
overseas, they’re paying maybe a cost-of-living adjustment, I’ve got some of
my housing subsidized’ and there is a tendency to go hog wild,” John Gugle
says. “I’ve had some [clients] who, their biggest regret when they left [was over
spending].”
EXPAT CHALLENGES ARE TWO-WAY STREET
Cultural adaptation isn’t just an issue for U.S clients living abroad. It can be
felt strongly by expats from other nations coming to live, work and invest in
the U.S.
Indeed, some clients coming into the U.S. are distrustful of governments and
certain programs that are traditional investment tools for Americans.
“I have a [client] who married a woman from Nicaragua and she’s seen issues
where the country has come in and seized property and she’s deeply
mistrustful of the government and doesn’t believe in mutual funds or 401(k)s.
She thinks it’s all a scam,” DeHollander says. “So we really have to work hard
to overcome her bias of her personal experience.”
Even with the potential opportunities, some advisors aren’t eager to jump into
this segment.
“I think one of the things that a lot of financial advisors shy away from is the
enhanced due diligence and the complexity of going after these high-networth clients,” says Earl Carr, managing director wealth management,
international client services at Momentum Advisors. “For a person that is
living in a different international jurisdiction, there is so much more red tape in
terms of due diligence [and] knowing your customer that it makes doing
business a lot more complicated.”
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Amanda Schiavo is an associate editor for Financial Planning. Follow her on Twitter
at @SchiavoAmanda.
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Our weekly roundup of tax-related investment strategies and news your
clients may be thinking about.
The new tax-advantaged way to pay alimony
Alimony in divorce proceedings will no longer be deductible beginning next
year as a result of the new tax law, according to this CNBC article. One
option for the higher earning spouse to save on taxes is to give an IRA as
alimony, suggests Ed Slott, a Financial Planning contributing writer and IRA
distribution expert. "When the husband gives the IRA to his ex-wife, he's
giving money he would have paid taxes on,” Slott says. “He is in effect getting
a deduction."

How homeowners win and lose under the new tax law
Although clients may qualify for tax breaks for buying a home, the savings
will no longer be as much before the passage of the new tax law, writes an
expert on MarketWatch. While some of the tax breaks related to
homeownership remain, the new law has increased the standard deduction,
making itemizing, through which clients can get those tax breaks, less
valuable, writes the expert. However, homeownership can still be a great
option, as clients may get sizeable capital gains tax exclusion when they sell
their home and meet all the requirements.

When REIT ETFs are worth a look
When REITs can boost client income
Why MLPs and REITs are poised to diverge once rates rise

‘Dying at your desk is not a retirement plan’
Clients are advised to plan for retirement, as they will run the risk of not
being able to retire at all, according to this article on The Washington Post.
Older workers who haven't built a nest egg should start saving as soon as
they can, reduce spending and maxing out contributions to their tax-deferred
retirement accounts, if possible. Creating a source of guaranteed income, like
an annuity, is a great hedge against the risk of running out of savings in
retirement. They should act now, as “dying at your desk is not a retirement
plan,” according to an advisor.
Investing tips for your Roth IRA
Investors can maximize the benefit of tax-deferred growth of an IRA by
parking investments that are subject to high tax rates in the account,
according to this article on Nasdaq. For example, clients may place stocks for
short-term investment in a Roth IRA, as tax rates for short-term capital gains
are higher than the long-term rates. REITs are also good candidates for IRAs,
as REIT dividends are subject to ordinary income tax rates, which are higher
than those for long-term capital gains.
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Returns, dividend yields: See which REITs are on top
Specialty REITs, which can include a wide range of investments such as cell towers and
college dorms, are on a tear this year. Check out the performance of other major
categories.

401(k) investors: Follow the 5% rule to protect your retirement
Clients invested in 401(k)s should avoid holding more than 5% of their total
portfolio value in one single stock to ensure they will remain on track for
achieving their retirement goals regardless of market conditions, an expert
on USA Today writes. When selling a large position, "a more gradual plan to
sell down can make sense" to minimize the tax bite but they should first
consider how the embedded capital gains will play out, the expert explains.
"After all, if the stock craters before selling, you may not have gains to fret
over later. I’ve seen a lot of losses created by folks trying to avoid taxes."
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Andrew Shilling is an associate editor for Financial Planning, Bank Investment

Consultant, On Wall Street and Money Management Executive. Follow him on
Twitter at @AndrewWShilling.
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Our daily roundup of retirement news your clients may be thinking about.
401(k) investors: Why boring municipal bonds are exciting for investors
Municipal bonds can be a more lucrative option for 401(k) investors,
especially those in higher tax bracket, writes an expert for USA Today. That's
because interest yields from muni bonds are exempt from federal and
sometimes state income tax, writes the expert. "On an after-tax basis,
therefore, a municipal bond’s yield can be much higher than that of
comparable taxable bonds, even when the munis’ yields are lower on a
pretax basis."

(Bloomberg News)

Social Security: How much can married couples collect in 2018
Couples can determine their Social Security retirement benefits using a
formula based on their work histories, according to this article on personal
finance website Motley Fool. Their historical earnings will be adjusted
according to inflation and their average monthly income is computed based
on their 35 highest-income earning years. When this is done, Social Security
will use "bend points" to adjust their average monthly indexed earnings,
computing the benefits separately to determine the individual benefits of the
spouses at full retirement age.
Older Americans planning to downsize should brace for sticker shock
A certified financial planner says that clients are advised to weigh their
options before taking a lump sum withdrawal from their traditional
retirement accounts to cover a downsized home purchase, according to this
article on CNBC. "They say it's not that big of a deal to make a one-time
withdrawal. But they have to take enough to cover the taxes due," explains
the expert. "And the distribution could push them into a higher tax bracket."
The 3 biggest risks retirees face
An expert says that filing for Social Security retirement benefits early can be
a wrong move for some seniors, as they will miss out on the opportunity of
boosting their benefit payouts, according to this article on Morningstar. Some
seniors are also afraid spending their savings after they retire and unwilling
to take investment risk, says the expert. "There's a debate about how much
risk is the right level of risk and we certainly have strong views about that."
‘Dying at your desk is not a retirement plan’
Clients are advised to plan for retirement, as they will run the risk of not
being able to retire at all, according to this article on the Washington Post.
Older workers who haven't built a nest egg should start saving as soon as
they can, reduce spending and maxing out contributions to their tax-deferred
retirement accounts if possible. Creating a source of guaranteed income, like
an annuity, is a great hedge against the risk of running out of savings in
retirement. They should act now, as “dying at your desk is not a retirement
plan,” says a financial advisor.
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